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WAR! Such is the news of the day. Gains for one party, losses for another. Destruction 

and more destruction, production and more production, bombing and more bombing, slaying and 

more slaying greets us each day in our daily papers and is reported to us over our radios. War in 

the Far East, war in Africa, war in Europe, and war on the sea. To discuss all the happenings in 

these various conflicts is impossible and neither is it feasable, for we do not know what is 

actually happening from day, today and at times from one news broadcast to another. This is not 

possible because of the wide use of censor by all countries involved. 

 

Censorship and Propaganda: 

Censorship of the news makes it impossible to truthfully analyze any of it. If one would 

keep an accurate record of all that is reported the casualties would be so great that it would be 

hardly possible that there were any men left to fight. There has been so much equipment 

captured or destroyed that even if these countries were producing war machines as fast as 

President Roosevelt hopes we may produce them in 1943, there would be few left to fight with. 

If the armies had actually gained all the ground attributed to them they could have traveled half 

way around the globe. We must weigh all these reports carefully and follow the movement of the 

troops on a map of the vicinity in which they are fighting. We will discover that their movement 

is not nearly as fast as it seems to be when reported by the news reporters. 

 

Corruption In Defense: 

Instead of speculating on the possible advances or retreats of the armies let us look at 

conditions at home. We were not going to make the same mistakes we had made in World War I 

according to the leaders as well as the people. We would guard against war profiteering. There 

must not be as much waste. Graft must be kept out of defense activities. Many other musts and 

must-nots were repeated time and time again since the beginning of this conflict in Europe. 

According to the Truman Senatorial Committee report we have bungled things just as 

badly today as we did in 1917-1918. The report gives evidence of much waste, excessive costs, 

graft, profiteering, and delays because of strikes. 

As an example, we quote the following statement from James E. Barnes, representative of 

the Todd Shipbuilding Corporation. “If it hadn’t been for taxes we couldn’t have handled the 

profits with a steam-shovel.” It has been reported that some corporations have already turned 

back $4,000,000 out of their profits to the government. 

Preparation of our defenses so as not to be caught off guard, as far as necessary 

equipment was concerned, was our determination in our defense activities during the last 

eighteen months. At present we cannot supply our small gallant force in the Philippines with the 

equipment needed to dislodge their foe. Our air force is not well enough equipped to match our 

enemy. More astounding yet is the fact that we supplied our enemy with much of the material it 

needed to develop the air equipment it is using to fight our armies. 

 

Cause: 

A three-team debating club organized to take care of our defense and war needs (The 

Council of National Defense, O.P.M., and S.P.A.B.) has been replaced by a one-man production 



dictator, Mr. Donald M. Nelson, to do the job in a more systematic and effective way. 

Therefore, we find many sections of our country going through a transition period. Some 

are dissatisfied because industries did not convert to other work before. Others complain because 

of too much conversion. A change, there is or will be, in industry, commerce and economically 

in our country and throughout the entire world. Our President's plan for defense production in 

1942 and 1943 is a Herculean task in itself. Of course, if it is necessary to do it and it is done it 

also means much more suffering and death in various places in the world. With all his so-called 

great inventions man wreaks more death and damage than ever before. God allows all things for 

His purpose and it seems that all the inventions of man are to be used by God to punish the 

people of the World for their laxity and sin. 
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